The venue of the special meeting was changed to Merten Hall 1201 because of safety concerns that led to evacuation and closure of Robinson Building by emergency responders.

I. Call to Order: Chair Shannon Davis called the meeting to order at 3:07 p.m.
She thanked everyone who helped make a rapid transition in venues by helping communicate the change in venue as well as and those who got the room ready for our meeting.

The purpose of this meeting is to have an open conversation with Rector Davis on topics of interest within the Faculty Senate.

Only business stipulated in the call to the special meeting may be transacted.

II. Conversation with Rector Davis

Chair Shannon Davis introduced Rector Tom Davis. Twice a year, Rector Davis meets with Faculty Senate to answer questions, share BOV’s priorities; and obtain faculty perspectives to convey to the Board. There were several meetings on Friday, February 7, 2020:

• Presidential Search Committee (1:00 – 3:00 pm) HUB Ballroom. The first part of the meeting (1:05-1:50 pm) taking public comments on the presidential search process. The second part of the meeting (1:50-3:00 pm) discussion of Community Engagement in the Presidential Search process. The Presidential Search Committee recommended that the Board of Visitors follow the spirit and letter of the Faculty Handbook, particularly Section 1.2.5, to provide opportunities for the General Faculty to meet with presidential finalists.

• Special Meeting of the Board of Visitors (3:00 – 4:00 pm) Discussion of the Presidential Search Committee’s recommendation on the engagement of the General Faculty and other community members in the Presidential Search Process. The BOV affirmed the recommendation with a vote.

The Presidential search is ongoing; Faculty Senators are invited to ask questions of Rector Davis.

Rector Davis:
Interim President Anne Holton is exceeding expectations. The search committee completed the interview process today. Faculty has conveyed strong opposition to absence of public session with finalists. BOV is discussing on how to engage faculty. Public sessions jeopardize standing and jobs of candidates who are currently successful university leaders. Even in confidential private sessions, such as at the time of hiring President Cabrera – there was leak of identity prior to public announcement.

He has discussed with Shannon Davis (co-chair of the Presidential Search Committee) on how best to engage faculty in the process while staying attractive for good candidates. The discussion is about meeting a larger representative group of faculty because public sessions are too risky. Neither BOV, nor candidates, nor faculty are keen about online townhalls. That said, he does not know what the answer will be, but is committed to engaging the faculty in the search process. He shared that pool of candidates is strong and diverse. There is not a rigid timeline, but interviews are likely to happen in the next few weeks.
How do you define “a representative group”?
Rector Davis: He is in discussions with Shannon to define this and hopes that it would be a group that is as large as the meeting room. He emphasized that the BOV believes it has a fiduciary responsibility to find the best president for the university.
Chair Davis noted the search committee has completed its interviews of candidates and submitted its recommendations to the BOV. Following the completion of the assigned task, the search committee is no longer active.

Faculty here would like to question the candidates and would like to get really good information from individuals who have worked with the candidates. Is the search firm getting information from candidates’ current workplace?
Rector Davis: BOV staff has already done some of that. Additionally, BOV will be seeking out much more information and conducting background checks to ensure that mistakes are not made.

Will faculty receive names in advance so that they can research about the candidates?
Rector Davis: He personally has no issue with it as long the information is guaranteed held in confidence. He has to consult with the Board and there is a lot of concern about leaks jeopardizing the final stages of the search.

What happens if there are three candidates and one does not want to be vetted by faculty?
Rector Davis: That would present a problem. BOV could set the conditions as it progresses to the next stage. He shared that the recommended pool of candidates is a very strong pool and BOV takes obligation to find the best person seriously.

If a finalist is not comfortable meeting with faculty, they may not be the best person he is not confident that they would be the best president.
Rector Davis: The reason why the condition of meeting with faculty is introduced at the end is to ensure we have the broadest and strongest possible pool to select finalists from. There was almost a unanimous vote by search committee to uphold Faculty Handbook. Unlike in the past when BOV wanted to significantly dilute the Faculty Handbook, he believes in shared governance. At the same time, he does not want to constrain future board.

Rector Davis: Diversity has been part of strategy from the outset.

Chair Davis: Faculty voice was much smaller in previous presidential search committees. There are differences in ways this search committee has throughout tried to engage the community in the process. Faculty Senate can constructively engage in assisting in transition with new president and learn how to work together and gain trust in both directions.

Rector Davis: A lot of changes have been made in the current presidential search process and it will affect how this place operates. The BOV has wanted to and supported keeping faculty involved.
What are the top characteristics you are looking for?

Rector Davis:
1. Help build diversity – we have diversity of student body but not faculty
2. Technology-oriented, we are looking to strengthen relationship with Amazon
3. To represent us well to the Virginia General Assembly and major contributors
4. Must have academic credentials to lead a R1 university.

Rector Davis: We pride ourselves for the large number of first-generation college students. We need to strengthen financial aid and assistance to our students, for which we need to raise money. We also need to get a fair shake from legislature.

We need to raise a lot more money for all the good things faculty can do. New president needs to be able do this.

Rector Davis: Under President Cabrera the endowment doubled, and it could be doubled again. We are proudest of our faculty who need to be supported lot more.

Rector Davis thanked everyone for coming to this special meeting and looks forward to continuing the conversation.

Chair Davis: it is imperative for us who are asking BOV to trust them to uphold the Faculty Handbook. They have affirmed they will uphold the Faculty Handbook. They are asking us if we can live up to our obligation to respect confidentiality, in order for administration and especially for the BOV to trust us. So, if we have a group of us to meet with the finalists, we are committing to uphold their trust in us. BOV has empowered Rector Davis to make the decision and communicate to us, so be on the lookout for that email.

III. Adjournment: The meeting adjourned at 3:52 pm.

Respectfully submitted,
Kumar Mehta
Secretary